Synchronous macrophotography and high-speed video filming data were used to investigate pinch-off, oscillations and short capillary surface waves of a free falling droplet. Planning of the experiment was carried out taking into account a free surface energy resulted from anisotropy of atomic-molecular interactions in a thin subsurface layer with a thickness of the order of the molecular cluster size (10 -6 cm). During a drop pinch-off, fast process of the free surface energy release leads to formation of large-amplitude oscillations and short capillary waves. Theoretical model of droplet oscillations based on the Euler equations was developed.
Introduction
A short part of paper concerning droplet oscillations inside the paper devoted to studying variations in the shape of a water jet flowing from an elliptical or polygonal orifice [1] initiated a continuous growth of interest to the experimental and theoretical study of free oscillations of a liquid droplet in air. This interest is still preserved and keeps growing during the recent years due to the fundamental character of the problem and an extending list of practical applications, including technological, meteorological and radio-physical ones. Calculations and observations show that capillary oscillations of a droplet have a significant effect on processes of propagation, reflection and scattering of electromagnetic waves, i.e., processes which form the basis for remote sensing of the atmosphere and the ocean in a wide range of wavelengths varying from decimeter to optical scale [2] . Later, field measurements of rain droplet oscillations by optical image recording were carried out. Review on up-to-date experimental laboratory and theoretical studies of droplets in air flows, in which they are deformed, collide, break and merge, is presented in [3] . The asymptotical calculation of axisymmetric volume oscillations of a spherical droplet in terms of Legendre polynomials [1] was later supplemented by considering non-axisymmetric modes [4] . Newly developed algorithms are focused on increasing the accuracy of calculations of volume oscillations taking into account nonlinearity [5] and dissipation effects [6] . According to the experiment, the droplet shape in an air flow significantly differs from the equilibrium spherical one. On the droplet surface, nonstationary disturbances with different lengths are observed, which, in particular, can be short (λ < 0.1 mm) when compared to the drop diameter D ~ 0.5 cm [7] . Impact of the disturbances is concentrated in a thin layer, and they can be treated as surface oscillations caused by the action of capillary forces and as the volume Rayleigh's oscillations.
The goal of this paper is to observe and calculate small surface oscillations of a deformed droplet with a shape being significantly different from the spherical one. In the experiments and calculations, it is assumed that both the droplet surface and patterns of capillary waves possess axial symmetry and are surfaces of the second order.
Energy transformation during droplet pinch-off and free falling
The hydrodynamic processes under consideration develop as a result of separation of a suspended water droplet with diameter D, surface area S, volume V, available potential surface energy = ( is the surface tension coefficient), and mass M, from mature volume and its subsequent free-falling in quiescent air. The process of the droplet pinch-off from the mature fluid are effectively governed by the properties of contacting media with their own thermodynamic parameters (density , pressure P, and temperature T, both for the gas and fluid) and the coefficients of kinematic viscosity  and surface tension  at interfaces. In order to simplify the analysis, the influence of the air medium is neglected, and temperature T of all the media is assumed to be constant and equal to the reference (room) temperature.
A large number of spatial and temporal scales characterizes the problem of droplet oscillations. The natural length scale (droplet diameter D) coexists with the others scales defined by the gravity field acceleration g and the medium physical quantities, such as the coefficient of specific surface tension = / , [cm 3 /s 2 ]. Thus, the capillary-gravitational scale, which was found in the dispersion equation of short waves on the fluid surface, is δ g γ =(γ/g) 1/2 [4, 8] , and the viscous-capillary scale is = 2 / .
The calculations show that values of the linear scales vary in a wide range. The upper limit of the linear scales (δ g γ ~ 2.8 mm for water) is typical for mechanical processes and indicates the boundary between gravity and capillary branches of wave system [4, 8] . Due to the relatively small size of studied drops D ~ δ g γ , the gravity field impact on the drop oscillations can be omitted. The smallest scale ~ 1.15·10 -6 cm, which is close to sizes of atomic-molecular clusters [9] , defines the spatial resolution limit of observing instrument. In general, the large linear scales set the requirements imposed on size of observation domain, while the smallest ones define spatial and temporal resolutions of experimental instruments used and programs for data processing.
The importance of small-scale phenomena caused by the high energy density at small molecular scale and its short-time transformation to other forms, particularly in heat and pressure fluctuations, and the kinetic energy of motion was noted earlier [10, 11] . The thermodynamic potentials like free energy Thus, the value of available surface potential energy caused by molecular interaction anisotropy on the surface and inside a thin subsurface layer near a gas-fluid contacting boundary for a typical free falling drop makes up only a few percent of its kinetic energy, while the surface energy density is a thousand time larger than the mechanical energy density. A fast release of accumulated latent energy causes high perturbations in a very narrow domain, playing an important role in contacting fluid dynamics, matter transfer and wave formation on the surface of an impacting drop [11] .
Techniques of experiments
The experiments were performed on the stands FSE (Free Surface Effects) and HFP (Hydrodynamics of Fast Processes) of Unique experimental facilities (Hydrophysical complex IPMech RAS "HPhC IPMech RAS) for studying the fine structure of rapid processes in stratified and homogeneous fluids [12] . The stands were designed to study the evolution of fine structure for surface and underwater processes, as well as their interaction, by consistent combined optical, contact and acoustic instruments. Photos of the stands are presented in Fig. 1 and 2 .
The small stand HFP, designed for direct visualization and registration with a high spatial resolution of the fine structure of fast processes which accompany the impact and coalescence of a free-falling drop in a fluid, is presented in Fig. 2 [12 The targeted fluid was placed in different glass reservoirs, and a dropper was mounted at a height H from the surface of the targeted fluid. Light-scattering and reflecting screens were mounted above the tank illuminators in order to increase the illumination and protect the region of the drop/fluid contact from the external factors (heating and air flows). The 1kW ReyLab Xenos RH-1000 illuminators and the Optronis MultiLED light-emitting diode with the light flux of 7700 lm were used. The flows were recorded by the Optronics CR3000x2 video camera and the Canon EOS350Dstill camera. Acoustic signals were detected in air by microphone 1 (RFT MV-101 with an operating band of 0.02-40 kHz) and underwater by hydrophone (GI-51 with an operating band of 0.002-100 kHz). The signal for turning on the camera in the chosen stage of the contact was given with a controlled delay by an original control unit implemented on a microcontroller with a quartz resonator with the resonance frequency of 16 MHz and the tuning accuracy of ±50 Hz. The unit was turned on, when the falling drop crossed the focused laser beam. The range of the controlled signal delays from 1 μs to 10 s made it possible to trace the details of the flow pattern at different stages of the process over a wide range of the drop fall heights. An original multichannel interface was used to control the experiment, synchronize the data acquisition and process the measurement data. This interface performed data conversion, preprocessing and transfer to the computer at a rate as high as 10 MHz.
In the experiments, the initial stage of the drop pinch-off, contact and submerging of drops of water, different solutions, and milk, into the water as a targeted fluid was recorded. The droplets with diameter of D = 0.3÷0.5 cm freely fell in the air from the height H = 4 ÷160 cm. At the moment of the primary contact, their velocity was U = 2 ÷ 4 m/s that corresponds to the regime of the formation of a clearly manifested reverse (cumulative) jet. The geometric parameters of the flow were determined by photometric methods using a standard grid with step of 10 mm for scaling. The data were processed using the special programs of the Matlab software.
Oscillations of a detached drop
In total, more than 200 experiments were carried out with registration of pinch-off and subsequent free fall of droplets with different diameters ranging from 0.18 to 5.3 mm, including those reproduced under constant conditions of experiment. The typical pattern of observed variations in droplet forms includes several types of disturbances, including rotation, large volumetric oscillations, surface waves with length  1.5 -2 mm and quite short waves  0.1 mm, with their parameters, such as frequency, length, and amplitude, changing randomly. After the drop pinch-off the remainder part of the bridge, which is transformed into a conical tip, quickly retracts inside the drop exciting a rich family of volumetric and surface disturbances. a) Then the droplet is contracted along the horizontal and the central part expands in vertical direction (Fig. 3c) . In this process, a 1.1-mm diameter protrusion is formed in the neighborhood of the upper pole. It rapidly draws inward and the drop takes an oval shape (Fig. 3d, 3e) . The complexity of forms of the fast surface oscillations is illustrated by the following photos presented in Fig. 3f and 3g with pronounced asymmetric disturbances superimposed on an elliptic contour. Then new protrusion is observed in the neighborhood of the upper pole (Fig. 3h) .
Details on the drop shape and its general motion variations are presented in Fig. 4 . As the shape is distorted, low-frequency large scale oscillations are supplemented by high frequency short waves with wave-length about 2 mm (Fig. 4b and 4c) . Visual observation shows presence of fast running groups of short capillary waves with length smaller than 0.1 mm [7, 10] .
The wave disturbances lead to increase in the drop surface area and, respectively, the viscous drag force relative to the air, gradually increasing deviation of the drop fall minimal velocity from the free fall one (Fig. 4c) . The motion of the center of mass calculated along the contour of the drop becomes nonregular, the trajectory deviation from the ballistic curve gradually increases (Fig. 4c) . Oscillations of the surface of a free droplet falling in a motionless air last for a long time and are preserved till the contact with the surface of the solid body or targeted fluid.
For illustration in Fig. 4d estimation of the spectral density of power Fig. 4b , on the interval t  0.55…57 ms, t  56.5 ms, the frequency of the false maximum is 17.7 Hz, is shown. Individual peaks correspond to frequencies of 95, 112 and 170 Hz. Over time, the amplitude of oscillations decreases. In general, the oscillations attenuate nonuniformly, and the process goes faster at high frequencies and short wavelengths. At longer times of the falling drop, lower modes of Rayleigh oscillations and rotation of the drop contour survive. Repeated experiments under unchanged experimental conditions showed that the generation of long-wave disturbances and short capillary waves is stable, but amplitude-frequency parameters of the surface oscillations significantly vary from test to test. which has a dominant influence on the formation of the fine flow components, short waves and transport of the drop substance into the targeted fluid [13] . In this case, the liquid from the thin near-surface layer is scattered by fast streamers and small droplets. If value of the relative coefficient of surface tension
is negative, some of the droplets even fall on the surface of the submerging drop and leave typical impact tracks surrounded by a group of short capillary waves with wavelength, 0.011 mm, which are shown in Fig. 5 . At the same time, the bottom part of the drop remains unperturbed. The substance of the drop is non-uniformly distributed over the surface of the targeted fluid and forms a linear structure on the surface of the crown and a grid at the bottom of the cavity [14] . The goal of further part of this work is to calculate small surface oscillations of a deformed droplet with shape being significantly different from the spherical one. In the calculations, it is assumed that both the droplet surface and patterns of capillary waves possess axial symmetry and are surfaces of the second order. The viscosity effect as well as the action of the gravity and other mass forces are neglected.
Geometry of the theoretical problem
The consideration is carried out in coordinate systems associated with the mass center of a droplet moving with a constant velocity. The basic coordinate system is spherical (r, , ), and the notations are standard (r is the distance from the point on the surface,  is the polar angle, and  is the azimuthal angle). Calculated oscillations of the drop axisymmetric surface  0 , which is specified by a known function only of the polar angle  = ( ) and is characterized by local values of the principal curvatures R 1 and R 2 . In the second special coordinate system, the arc length s connecting the upper pole of the droplet (the point with spherical coordinates (R(0), 0, ) with a chosen point on the droplet surface with coordinates (R(), , ) is taken as the linear element (Fig. 6a) . The equation of the droplet boundary is assumed to be uniquely defined and described by the function R = R(s). The length s is defined by the expression
The role of the newly introduced coordinate system is played by the quantities (s, n, ), where  is the azimuth angle and n is reckoned in the direction of the unit normal vector to the surface . The equation of the undisturbed surface  0 has the form  0 = n =0. Both the experiments and calculations show that after detachment, long-wavelength low-frequency oscillations and short capillary waves are observed on the surface of a free-falling drop in the air at rest. The process of rapid release and transformation of available potential energy into other forms, such as thermal and mechanical motion energy, due to a decrease in the free surface area, sharply accelerates the motion of a portion of the fluid and contributes to the generation the Rayleigh's volume oscillations and short capillary waves with various lengths. The observations of the oscillations are in a good agreement with the calculations in the ideal fluid approximation.
